KAYRA
TOP - COTTON WITH COMPUTER SMALL BUTTI WORK ON GHARAH
BOTTOM - COTTON
DARPETA - PURE COTTON

Leela

1013
STYLISH ELEGANCE

TOP - COTTON WITH COMBINATION SMALL BUTTI WORK ON DAMAN
BLOUSE - COTTON
DUPATTA - PURE CHIFFON
PERFECT HARMONY

TOP - COTTON WITH COMPOUND SMALL BUTTI WORK ON DAMAN
BOTTOM - COTTON
DUPATTA - PURE CHIFFON

1004
PASSION FOR FASHION

TOP - COTTON WITH COMPUTER SMALL BUTTI WORK ON EMBRAIDED SLEEVE WITH EMBRAIDED WORK ON PLACKET
PANT - PURE COTTON
SARONGA - FLAT COTTON

Leela
LEELA “trends of India”
Brings the Latest
Summer Collection -2020

Kayra
Beautiful 6 Design

* Top : Cotton
  (with computer small Butti work on Daman)
* Bottom : Cotton
* Dupatta : Pure Chiffon

“A Unit of Fida International”

web : www.leelaoverseas.co.in
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